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Autonomous water sampling with aquatic micro aerial vehicles

Water sampling with miniature robots
Water sampling is essential both to respond to emergency 
situations, such as floods, oil spills or nuclear incidents, and 
to conduct important routine measurements, e.g. to monitor 
water quality or investigate climate change. Performing such 
measurements requires access to unstructured and 
potentially hazardous outdoor environments, and can hence 
be highly challenging and costly. Using miniature robots for 
water sampling would drastically reduce the required 
resources and manpower, as well as the safety risks, resulting 
in a higher efficiency and safety. However, this would require 
robots with extensive new capabilities, able to operate in 
widely differing environments and transition between these.

Bio-inspired aquatic-aerial vehicles
In nature, many animals can transition effortlessly between 
different modes of locomotion. This remarkable capability is 
so far unmatched by robots, especially at small scales. Due to 
their fundamentally different physical characteristics, water 
and air lead to extremely different requirements for vehicles 
moving in them. Moreover, transitioning smoothly between 
mediums also presents a considerable challenge. Meeting 
these challenges necessitates unconventional, versatile and 
robust design, sensing, navigation and control solutions. 
Combined, these new methods will yield bio-inspired aerial-
aquatic vehicles with extensive novel capabilities, which could 
be a game-changer for water measurement scenarios. 

Case study objective
Using the example of water sampling, the aim is to 
demonstrate the use of multimodal robots capable of 
moving effectively in both air and water and of 
autonomously performing complex tasks involving 
transitions across terrain interfaces.

Research challenges
• Capability: effective operation in air, in water and across 

terrains, allowing for complex new tasks to be performed

• Autonomy: autonomous navigation and control in and 
across different mediums, leading to higher efficiency 

• Scalability: interaction with underwater, water and air 
vehicles by exploiting the developed capabilities

• Safety: risk reduction in multi-modal mobility missions by 
exploiting the improved autonomy and capability obtained

Approach overview
• Modelling & analysis of the robot-environment system will 

support design improvements and development of 
navigation and control strategies, and provide fundamental 
insight on multi-modal locomotion. 

• Design & mechatronics approaches for bio-inspired multi-
modal locomotion have been developed, forming a basis 
for full system integration, navigation and control.

• Epicyclic gearing to use one propeller in air and water

• Water jet thruster to launch from underwater

• Folding wings to avoid damage when hitting water

• Autonomous navigation & control methods will be 
devised for water detection, smooth targeted transitions, 
accurate underwater operation and gust/wave robustness.

Publications and videos can be obtained at:
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/aerial-robotics/research/aquamav/
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Aerial-aquatic operation: nature’s solution

Bionic gannet (Liang et al, J. Bionic Engineering, 2013) AquaMAV-Robobee (Chen, Kovac et al, Science Robotics, 2017)

(Siddall and Kovač, Bioinspir. Biomim., 2014)



Aquatic micro aerial vehicles

• Siddall and Kovac, Fast Aquatic Escape with a Jet Thruster, IEEE Transactions on Mechatronics, 2016 (Winner, Robot Demo Contest, TAROS 2015)
• Siddall, Ortega and Kovac., Wind and Water Tunnel Testing of a Morphing Aquatic Micro Air Vehicle, Journal of the Royal Society Interface Focus, 2016
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Key challenges

• Capability: effective operation in different 
and challenging conditions (air, water, 
transitions)
ØDesirable behaviours/ high performance

ØStabilisation, control and navigation

• Autonomy: autonomous water detection 
and navigation in unstructured 
environments
• … considering challenging environment 

and external disturbances (gusts, waves)
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Next steps
•Underwater operation
•Autonomous water detection, 
control and navigation 
ØAutonomous targeted 

transitions: plunge, dive, 
launch

ØRobustness to disturbances 
ØUse of wing folding for 

steering
ØExploiting ground effects Autonomous water 
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